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1 Preface

As one of the first 100 participants Pforzheim University committed to the UN Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) in March 2008. Since then, we have made significant progress. New study programs have been implemented, and the number of students, employees and colleagues involved in responsible management education has grown.

Our participation in PRME was initially being led by our Business School. Today, there are activities underway throughout the University which promote the principles of sustainability, responsible leadership, and ethical practice central to PRME. Baden-Wuerttemberg’s statewide certificate “Ethikum” is awarded by a state agency to students with outstanding engagement and competencies in ethics and sustainability. In this field, we have achieved a strong leading position: 40% of all Certificates in the entire state have been awarded to Pforzheim University students, notably to students of our Business School. However, since 2012, also increasing numbers of Ethics Certificates have been awarded to graduates of the School of Engineering. Finally this year, the first student of the School of Design has been awarded.

The principles have inspired many colleagues and students, and we want to thank all of them for their high level contributions. A very special role has been played by Kerstin Anstaett and Dr. Juergen Volkert with their outstanding commitment to PRME, and in writing this report.

We will continue to deepen and extend our activities according to the PRME principles. We welcome this opportunity to outline the recent progress we have made and to restate our commitment to promoting responsible leadership and engaging with the international PRME community.

UN Principles for Responsible Management Education


Prof. Dr. Martin Erhardt
Rector of Pforzheim University

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Jautz
Dean of Business School

Prof. Dr. Matthias Weyer
Dean of School of Engineering

Prof. Michael Thom
Dean of School of Design
2 Executive Summary

Since our commitment to the UN Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) in 2009 we have already reported twice about our main activities in the field of CSR, ethics and sustainable development and the objectives in advancing these topics at Pforzheim University. In this 3rd PRME Sharing Information on Progress (SIP) we report on the main progress in implementing PRME and especially on our recently initiated activities at Pforzheim University. Furthermore we use this report to describe first experiences and advancements of already implemented activities. The SIP contains information on our engagement in taking on social responsibility and our activities in integrating ethics, sustainable development and CSR topics in teaching, research and transfer. To get an overall insight into the engagement of implementing a responsible management education at Pforzheim University, we recommend the former SIP as well.

We developed a new structure of the SIP to make it more reader-friendly. This time there are no single chapters for each principle, but the report is structured according to our main activities, like strategic developments and advancements in teaching and research. Thus redundancies in each chapter can be avoided as different activities can be attached to several principles. At the beginning of each chapter, we refer to the related principles.

In the chapter “Responsible Management Education – our strategic commitments in promoting PRME“ we highlight our overall strategic commitment to responsible management education. PRME is important for the Business School, as well as for the School of Engineering and the School of Design. All students will be confronted with questions from the field of CSR, ethics and sustainable development in their future positions. In the last reports we focused on the PRME developments in the Business School. Since the last SIP there has been remarkable progress and we want to emphasize that also in the School of Engineering and the School of Design where PRME topics have been increasingly picked up.

We underline the importance of responsible management education at Pforzheim University and the sincerity of further implementing PRME through active commitment in different networks and initiatives like our participation in the PRME Champions Leadership Group, the co-initiation of the PRME D-A-CH-Chapter and the Rio+20 Voluntary Commitment.

We achieved the certification as family-friendly university that supports a reasonable work / life balance for students, staff and professors contributing to our social responsibility for all members of Pforzheim University.

An important step in implementing PRME was the adoption of sustainability aspects in the mission of the Business School.

The chapter “Our Academic Activities and Curriculum Change“ provides an insight in recent steps of implementing ethics, CSR and sustainable development issues in the curricula of the degree programs. At Pforzheim Business School we further developed the strategy of integrating PRME topics in the curricula based on in-depth analysis of the degree programs. We also report on the first experiences of the new Bachelor degree program “Resource Efficiency Management“ and its development. New courses and sustainability aspects have advanced the curriculum at the
School of Engineering. Waste of resources, up-cycling and eco-fashion are only some aspects that are picked up as sustainability aspects in the degree programs of the School of Design.

We are convinced that it is necessary to enable our students to make practical learning experiences in addition to the classroom teaching of the degree programs. Thus, we offer various curricular add-ons like field trips, transfer projects with companies and practical insights by guest lectures. We motivate students to look beyond their own noses and to gain additional experiences beyond the obligatory study contents. Therefore we emphasize the engagement of our students in transfer projects, service learning projects and student initiatives. We want to provide a basis by supporting and offering different engagement opportunities for our students. In the chapter “Student Engagement and Learning Experiences” we highlight some of the projects and the learning experiences made by Pforzheim University students.

Finally, the chapter “Applied Research on Ethics, CSR and Sustainability” shows our research activities that contribute to the implementation of PRME in teaching, transfer and research. The results and experiences from research projects are used in courses. This makes our education up-to-date.

Additional information on publication activities and degree theses can be found in the Appendix.

The following figure illustrates the structure of the SIP with its main chapters.
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Institute for Industrial Ecology (IMEC)
Institute for Embedded Systems (IRES)
Institute for Materials and Material Technologies (IMATI)
Research Institute for Human Resources Management

Business Ethics and Sustainable Development
- Business Law
- Controlling, Finance and Accounting
- Business Administration and Engineering

Curricular additions:
- Lecture series / Guest lectures
- Field trips
- Transural projects
- Service Learning
- HELP - mentoring project
- Birds - mentoring project
- Unilever Community Lab

Social Award 2013
APMAYEDU - help for Indian street children
Student initiatives

Sustainability week

Publications
- Degree Thesis
- List of courses with sustainability contents
- PRME - Overview of Principles

University

- Participation in the PRME Champions Leadership Group
- PRME D-A-CH Chapter
- RA-CH-Voluntary Commitment

Member of the Advisory Board for Sustainable Development of the state of Baden-Württemberg
Commission of experts: "Science for Sustainability" in Baden-Württemberg launched by the Ministry of Science and Research
The ethics and sustainability networks in Baden-Württemberg

Reasonable work / life balance
- Health Management
- Student Services
- PROMOS Scholarship Program

Business School

- PRME integration in mission and guiding principles
- Mentoring program for high potentials of Business School

Business School

- Further development of the elective module “Ethics and Social Responsibility” (ESR)

Statewide highest number of students awarding the Ethics Certificate (ETHIKUM)
Bachelor Degree Program Resource Efficiency Management: first experiences

School of Engineering

- Curricular developments in the Department of Business Administration and Engineering
- New professorship in sustainable product development in the Department of Business Administration and Engineering
- Bachelor Degree Program Mechanical Engineering: new lecture "sustainable development"
- Growing number of further Ethics Certificates
- Integration of ESR as elective module in some curricula

School of Design

- List Ethics Certificate
- Students' guide: responsibility as important aspect for graduates
- Various student projects dealing with sustainability and ethics issues
- Charitable artworks from our Accessories Design students
- Young European Talents Workshop (YET)

Figure 1: Structure of SIP - overview of PRME activities
3 Responsible Management Education – Our Strategic Commitments in Promoting PRME

What are the main strategic commitments and steps of Pforzheim University to promote a responsible study environment and education at Pforzheim University? The following chapter highlights our main initiatives and activities as described in the following figure.

Our engagement in promoting a responsible study environment and education
By signing the UN PRME Pforzheim University has emphasized its strategic mission and effort in integrating aspects of sustainable development, ethics and CSR in teaching, research and transfer. We aim to sensitize and to prepare students for future challenges and to encourage them to make and reflect their own decisions critically.

**Our participation in the PRME Champions Leadership Group**

Pforzheim University was invited to take part in the “PRME Champions Leadership Group: Unlocking the next level of responsible management education and leadership”. The PRME Champions Group “will lead the efforts of the PRME community to foster a vibrant learning community that encourages wider and more holistic implementation of responsible management education”¹. Since October 2013 Pforzheim University is official member of the PRME Champions. We engage in the thematic working sub-groups research, faculty and curriculum development. We are keen on the cooperation in the group and its results.

**Contact:**
Prof. Dr. Rudi Kurz,
etmail: rudi.kurz@hs-pforzheim.de

Our engagement in the PRME community: PRME D-A-CH

In addition to the international PRME Champions group, our participation at PRME meetings gives us important insights in the activities of other PRME members. Regional PRME chapters promote the cooperation of PRME partners in a specific region in order to better consider different regional characteristics in the higher education area. A regional chapter in German speaking countries is still missing. Thus, we launched a first meeting of German-speaking PRME-members in order to initiate the foundation of a German speaking PRME chapter together with Prof. Dr. Lutz E. Schlange from the University of Applied Sciences HTW Chur.

¹ See: UN PRME: PRME Champions: Unlocking the next level of responsible management education and leadership, Guidelines and Recommendations, February 2013.
Representatives of 14 universities from Germany, Austria and Switzerland met at Pforzheim University on 28th / 29th January 2013 and discussed the possibilities of a closer cooperation. The participants of the meeting supported the foundation of a regional D-A-CH Chapter. The members of the D-A-CH chapter will concentrate their cooperation on the integration of Business Ethics and Sustainable Development in the Curricula of the universities and on strengthening business contacts.

**Contact:**
Prof. Dr. Rudi Kurz,  
email: rudi.kurz@hs-pforzheim.de

*By our contribution to the Rio+20 Voluntary Commitments* we support the Higher Education Sustainability Initiative and underline the importance and sincerity of our engagement to implement a responsible education at our university. See more: [http://www.unccd2012.org/commit](http://www.unccd2012.org/commit).

**Our statewide engagement: Professor of Pforzheim University is member of the Advisory Board for Sustainable Development**

In 2012 Prof. Mario Schmidt, Head of the Institute for Industrial Ecology, has been appointed to the Advisory Board for Sustainable Development of the government of Baden-Wuerttemberg by its Premier Winfried Kretschmann. Members of the board are academics and representatives of different areas of society. In the following two years, the Advisory Board deals with the turnaround in energy policy and its conflicts - e.g. conflicts between nature protection and renewable energy projects - with sustainable education, especially in schools, and with the renewal of sustainable development goals of Baden-Wuerttemberg and consults the government in these fields. Prof. Mario Schmidt accompanied Premier Winfried Kretschmann on its delegation to Japan and South-Korea together with ministers, academics and representatives of business. The Turnaround in energy policy and nature protection are important topics of the travel abroad.

Prof. Mario Schmidt is often consulted as expert in the field of resource efficiency and ecological business management. Thus, he was also involved in the development of the new guidelines VDI 4597 “Resource Efficiency” and VDI 4599 “Cumulative Material Demand” of the Association of German Engineers (VDI) and he was member of the program advisory board of the first Resource Efficiency Congress 2012 of the government of Baden-Wuerttemberg.
Contact:
Prof. Dr. Mario Schmidt,
email: mario.schmidt@hs-pforzheim.de

Our involvement in the development of a “Science for Sustainability” in Baden-Wuerttemberg

The Ministry of Science and Research of Baden-Wuerttemberg aims at setting standards and giving a lead in the integration of sustainability in the higher education area. Thus the Ministry initiated a commission of experts to work out recommendations for the strengthening of sustainability in teaching, research and transfer of universities in a continuous dialog with society. Pforzheim University actively takes part in the sustainability debate. Its implementation of the UN PRME is even included in the recommendation paper of the commission of experts as an example of integrating sustainability in teaching and research.¹

Our participation in the ethics and sustainability networks in Baden-Wuerttemberg

The “Department of Ethics in Technology and Science” (Referat fuer Technik und Wissenschaftsethik rtwe) supports a continuous dialog between Universities of Applied Sciences in the State of Baden-Wuerttemberg with respect to ethics and sustainable development. It has initiated the “network of higher education institutions for a sustainable development” and an ethics network. Pforzheim University actively takes part in both networks. In order to foster a close contact between the institutions the rtwe regularly organizes sustainability and ethics conferences of the sustainability / ethics agents of the Universities of Applied Sciences in Baden-Wuerttemberg.

The 14th conference of sustainability agents in the State of Baden-Wuerttemberg took place at Pforzheim University on 22nd March 2013. Pforzheim University has benefitted from the opportunity to present its activities in the field of sustainable development, especially related to their experiences in implementing PRME. The networks aim at working out opportunities for an education of sustainable development and recommendations for politics and higher education institutions to advance their education regarding sustainability and ethics aspects.

Offering a reasonable work / family life balance
In March 2012 Pforzheim University has been certified as family-friendly university by the berufundfamilie gGmbH.

Pforzheim University has recognized the reconciliation of work and family life as important topic for its students and staff.

Various activities have been implemented to support parents with children to complete their degree successfully:

- Individual contact persons support studying parents in planning their study.
- An individual study agreement offers high flexibility to organize the study according to individual concerns.
- A parents network offers opportunities to get relevant information and exchange of experiences among parents.

In addition to supporting of parents the care of family members is realized as an important topic in view of the age structure of our staff. In order to support staff with caring responsibility a variety of events were arranged and substantial information was published in the intranet. Different offers of flexible working hours should facilitate the care of family members.

The concept of a family-friendly university is supported by the University’s administration and its major boards. In order to emphasize its importance the reconciliation of work and family life is integrated in our mission statement:

“Core issues that we continuously work on are diversity-oriented acting, compatibility of study, work and family life as well as gender equality” (Mission Statement)

Contact:
Birgitta Lemmer-Melber, email: birgitta.lemmer-melber@hs-pforzheim.de
Further information: http://www.hs-pforzheim.de/De-de/Hochschule/FamiliengerechteHochschule

A newly initiated Health Management enables employees and staff of Pforzheim University to participate in different health courses in cooperation with the health insurance AOK Pforzheim and prevention measures, e.g. back therapy training, Yoga, running training, Nordic Walking, cooking courses, checks with pharmacies and eyesight tests.

Our employees and staff show remarkable interest in these courses and ask for the continuation of the program. The program also helps to initiate further privately organized sportive activities.

Contact:
Jessica Giesser, email: jessica.giesser@hs-pforzheim.de
Jutta Frenzel, email: jutta.frenzel@hs-pforzheim.de

**Student Services** – our special support for academic success

In the last SIP we reported about the establishment of the Student Services as important contact point for students with difficulties. According to the counselors of the Student Services the offer is very well received by our students. The mentoring services go beyond typical academic questions and comprise all kinds of private problems and questions. In latter case the Student Service arranges consultations with the psychotherapeutic counseling center Pforzheim that offers professional support for all kind of private and academic problems.

The concept of the Student Services is transferred to the School of Engineering and the School of Design because of the successful implementation and excellent experiences in the Business School. Thus, in all faculties Student Services are built up and offering support for academic success.

**Contact:**
Business School: Natascha Kappler, email: Natascha.kappler@hs-pforzheim.de
School of Engineering: Dorothee Schmid, and Karin Joensson, email: student-services-technik@hs-pforzheim.de
School of Design: Vanessa Rieß, email: vanessa.riess@hs-pforzheim.de and Nina Bestelmeyer, email: nina.bestelmeyer@hs-pforzheim.de

**Scholarship program - PROMOS „Responsible Management“**

The PROMOS „Responsible Management Education“ scholarship program encourages our students to acquire competencies with respect to CSR and sustainable development during their study abroad in developing or emerging market countries. The scholarship program has turned out to be highly attractive for our students. Since 2011 62 students qualified for the PROMOS scholarship program. The below standing table gives an overview on relevant PROMOS courses of the partner universities.

**Contact:**
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Volkert, email: juergen.volkert@hs-pforzheim.de

### PROMOS Scholarship program - Course examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Fundaçao Getulia Vargas FGV</td>
<td>Business Ethics: Value Management in Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>Universidad ICESI</td>
<td>Responsabilidad Empresarial / Ética y Organizaciones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>Universidad del Pacifico</td>
<td>Ética y Responsabilidad Social Corporativa / Ética en los Negocios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Gadjah Mada University</td>
<td>Business Environment / Business Ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Tec de Monterrey</td>
<td>Ethics, Profession and Citizenship / Ethics, Self and Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>Universidad Católica de Uruguay</td>
<td>Responsabilidad Social de la Empresa / Ética en las Empresas y Organizaciones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After having described the strategic commitment of Pforzheim University we report on the main strategic activities at Pforzheim Business School.

**Sustainable Development is now integral part of the mission of Pforzheim Business School**

The participation in PRME requires a clear strategic commitment to underline its importance for the University. As recommended in the last SIP Report aspects of sustainable development and the related responsibilities are now integrated in the mission and the guiding principles of Pforzheim Business School. Thus we confirm the importance of sustainability aspects for the Business School and underline our effort in integrating PRME in teaching, research and transfer.

---


---

In summer semester 2013 Pforzheim Business School launched a new mentoring program for excellent Bachelor students. The mentoring program is part of the project „target group oriented academic counseling and care concept“ funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research.

“The opportunity to discuss about the prospective career with experts and to get individual ideas” does not only inspire our Mentee Yannik Hessel.

---

**Our mission of Pforzheim Business School**

“To provide a high level of academic education in applied business to prepare our students for sustainable and successful professional and managerial careers in a dynamic global environment and to know how to deal with the associated responsibilities.”

---

**On the way to the top: our individual career support for high-potentials**

In summer semester 2013 Pforzheim Business School launched a new mentoring program for excellent Bachelor students. The mentoring program is part of the project „target group oriented academic counseling and care concept“ funded by the German Ministry of Education and Research.
The mentoring program aims to support high-potential Bachelor students (mentees) on their career path by external mentors. Counseling during their study and a target-ed promotion on their way to employment are supposed to help our mentees to find very promising jobs. Our mentors are mostly Alumni of our University and work in executive positions. Management executives of the following companies could be attracted as mentors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Involved Companies</th>
<th>Position of the mentor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1&amp;1 Internet AG</td>
<td>Market Intelligence Manager Campaigns &amp; New Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Europe Duesseldorf GmbH</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolf Würth GmbH &amp; Co. KG</td>
<td>Spokesperson of the concern leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolf Würth GmbH &amp; Co. KG</td>
<td>Head of concern controlling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolf Würth GmbH &amp; Co. KG</td>
<td>Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolf Würth GmbH &amp; Co. KG</td>
<td>Press and Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allianz Beratungs- und Vertriebs AG</td>
<td>Specialist in Provision and Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attempto GmbH &amp; Co. KG</td>
<td>Managing Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beiersdorf Shared Services GmbH</td>
<td>Senior Consultant Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosch Thermotechnik GmbH</td>
<td>Advisor of Market Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONNECT HR Consulting GmbH</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daimler AG</td>
<td>Team leader of Human Resources Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daimler AG</td>
<td>Team leader of Human Resources Planning and Compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHL Solutions GmbH</td>
<td>Vice President Operations Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drees &amp; Sommer AG</td>
<td>Vice Marketing Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERRERO MSC GmbH &amp; Co. KG</td>
<td>Vice Director and Head of Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiducia IT AG</td>
<td>Member of the Managing Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbo Consulting GmbH / Astrium GmbH</td>
<td>Owner / Human Resources Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GV Management GmbH</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofkammer des Hauses Württemberg</td>
<td>Director of the Hofkammer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Germany Research &amp; Development GmbH</td>
<td>Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITML GmbH</td>
<td>Associate und CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jung von Matt/Neckar</td>
<td>Associate und CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebenshilfe Bruchsal-Bretten</td>
<td>Human Resources Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenovo GmbH</td>
<td>Manager Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN + HUMMEL GmbH</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN+HUMMEL GmbH</td>
<td>Group Vice President Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN+HUMMEL GmbH</td>
<td>Group Vice President Finance &amp; Controlling, Member of the Extended Group Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN+HUMMEL GmbH</td>
<td>Vice President Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator</td>
<td>Freelancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mondelēz Germany Professional GmbH</td>
<td>Key Account Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparkasse Pforzheim Calw</td>
<td>Divisional Director Human Resources Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparkasse Pforzheim Calw</td>
<td>Divisional Director Distribution Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voith Industrial Services Holding GmbH &amp; Co. KG</td>
<td>Senior Vice President Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weitclick GmbH</td>
<td>Teamleader Counseling &amp; Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZF Friedrichshafen AG</td>
<td>Head of Human Resources Marketing and Media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our key objectives

- Further implementation of the new mission and guiding principle of Pforzheim Business School.
- Active contribution to PRME Champions group and strengthening of the cooperation, if possible linked to the regional PRME D-A-CH chapter.
- Participation in the sustainability debate of the Ministry for Science and Research of Baden-Wuerttemberg.
- Further implementation of the planned measures to promote a reasonable work / life balance for students, employees and staff at Pforzheim University.

The program also offers interesting advantages for the involved mentors: “They can familiarize highly-qualified junior managers with their companies. They get insights in up-to-date research and gain new ideas and impulses”, according to project manager Stephanie Heniq.

Contact:
Stephanie Henig,
email: Stephanie.henig@hs-pforzheim.de
4 Our Academic Activities and Curriculum Change

Preparing students for future challenges is one of our core responsibilities. In the next chapter, we illustrate the efforts in further developing the curriculum and academic activities as described in the following figure.
Further development of our Business School Bachelor Curricula

Curriculum change and the integration of topics related to business ethics, sustainable development and CSR in the curricula of our study-programs are one of our main goals in implementing PRME. The analysis of the overview of course contents revealed room for improvement. We identified some need for consolidation and mutual reconciliation. Therefore the task of PRME is to reveal redundancies and to optimize the knowledge transfer in the field of ethics, CSR and sustainable development.

One major activity we plan is to integrate a course in one of the first study semesters of our Bachelor programs that provides foundations in ethics, CSR and sustainable development. Building on the acquired basic knowledge, the courses of the elective module “Ethics and Social Responsibility” (ESR) and further courses will deepen the knowledge in the field of ethics, CSR and sustainable development.

In recent years the relevance of CSR and sustainability aspects is increasing in our study programs and more and more topics are being integrated, e.g. seminar topics related to ethics, CSR and sustainable development like green and sustainable HRM, compliance, green and sustainable procurement.

From our own experience the number of students that choose sustainability / ethics topics for their seminars and/or degree theses is growing. We provide a list of selected degree theses in the Appendix.

The course “project work / case studies” of the degree program International Business regularly deals with CSR, Ethics and Sustainability topics, e.g.:
- The Waste Management Industry - What are the opportunities/threats in the future
- The Oil (petrol) Industry - What are the opportunities/threats in the future
- Gene Technology – GMO (crops): Has it fulfilled it’s promises? Who are the major companies and what has been their involvement/success in GT?

Contact: Prof. Dr. Howard Sutton

Furthermore we extend the provision of courses in the elective module “Ethics and Social Responsibility” (ESR) by an additional course in English “Ethics, Business and Society” starting in summer semester 2014. This enables our international students to participate in an additional ESR course (besides the already existing course “Sustainable Development”) together with German students. The courses of the elec-
The module ESR can be attended by students of all schools. Students of the School of Engineering and the School of Design are increasingly interested and participate in the ESR courses.

Our long-lasting success in awarding the Ethics Certificate (Ethikum) is a significant characteristic for the variety of ethics and sustainability relevant courses. We have already reported about the Ethics Certificate that is awarded by the “Department of Ethics in Technology and Science” (Referat fuer Technik und Wissenschaftsethik rtwe). Main task of the rtwe is to support the offer and long-term integration of ethics and sustainable development at Universities of Applied Sciences in Baden-Wuerttemberg. Pforzheim University still holds a leading position in the award of the Certificates (see figure “Distribution of Ethics Certificates at Universities of Applied Sciences in Baden-Wuerttemberg” from the distribution chart).

Source: rtwe, date: 07/10/2013
Universities of Applied Sciences in Baden-Wuerttemberg”). The Ethics Certificate is an additional motivation for our most engaged and interested students to focus more on these issues. It also highly contributes to the fulfillment of the PRME principles.

Successful start of the new Bachelor degree Program “Resource Efficiency Management”

Our new Bachelor Program Resource Efficiency Management started in winter semester 2011/2012 and fulfilled all our expectations so far. In SS 2013 the Bachelor Program was accredited successfully by the AQAS accreditation agency.

In order to strengthen the professional competence in the field of resource efficiency two new specialized professors could be engaged. Dr. Nikolaus Thissen could be won for the professorship in Process Systems Engineering and Quantitative Methods and Dr. Tobias Viere for the professorship in Energy and Material Flow Analysis. Both have a long-lasting professional and research experience and can enrich the teaching and research competence at the Business School. Additionally we are able to appoint further two endowed professorships sponsored by the PSD Bank for the new study program. A further professorship is going to be appointed in 2014.

“As a student and a graduate holder of the Pforzheim University, I got in touch with the “Ethikum” by an article on the university homepage. I signed up for the courses of sustainable development I & II and therefore it was only logical that I became interested in the “Ethikum”.

I successfully completed the “Ethikum” by the end of my studies of Business Administration and Engineering/International Management. It was interesting that during job interviews the companies asked me about the “Ethikum”. Their questions showed me that topics like business ethics and sustainability are more considered in their working culture.

I can only recommend every student to deal with this topic because it will be increasingly important in our society. Therefore, the “Ethikum” at the Pforzheim University is a good entry.

(Daniel Petschauer, Business Administration and Engineering/International Management)

We are in a permanent dialogue both with politicians and practitioners from different companies, e.g. at the Resource Efficiency Congress 2012 in Karlsruhe or at our Resource Efficiency Colloquia. Thus, we are able to incorporate the most recent developments in the field of resource efficiency and to offer a high quality and application-oriented study program. We have received very encouraging feedback on the content of the study program and on the program objectives. All our students could find adequate internships in the first internship semester in WS 2013/2014 which shows the
relevance and demand of companies in this field.

The highly relevant topic and the need of experts with business, technical and ecological knowledge resulted in the application of a new Master program “Life Cycle & Sustainability”.

Contact:
Prof. Dr. Mario Schmidt,
email: mario.schmidt@hs-pforzheim.de

PRME as an overall topic for Pforzheim University
In the last reports we have massively reported about the PRME developments in the Business School as main institution for management education at Pforzheim University. However, responsible management education is a relevant issue for all our graduates and is therefore increasingly integrated in all three schools, also in the School of Engineering and in the School of Design.

Curriculum Development in the School of Engineering
Since the last report the Business Administration and Engineering department of our School of Engineering has made significant progress in integrating sustainability aspects in its degree programs. As already announced in the last SIP the new module “Sustainable Product Development” has started for all Business Administration and Engineering programs. In this module students gain basic knowledge in two consecutive courses about the sustainability concept, the allocation of environmental impacts during the product life cycle and about issues as eco-balance, recycling, etc. Experimental learning in specialized labs is included. An additional elective course “Sustainable Product Development 3” offers the possibility to deepen the achieved knowledge and to get practical insights in an exemplary development of sustainable products in cooperation with company partners. The range of courses in this module is extended in WS 2013/2014 by the course “Energy Management”. The department of Business Administration and Engineering established a new professorship in Sustainable Product Development and strengthened its team and its know-how in sustainability by appointing the new professor Dr. Joerg Woidasky in WS 2012/2013. Prof. Woidasky is specialized in the field of environmental engineering and sustainable product development. He is very active in implementing research and transfer projects in cooperation with regional companies.

The Bachelor Program “Mechanical Engineering” has also introduced a new lecture “Sustainable Development” in its curriculum. The students get an introduction into the sustainability concept, different valuation methods and insights in some practical examples.

In addition to these specialized lectures sustainable development issues have been increasingly integrated as seminar topics (e.g. green IT, green logistics, sustainable mobility). Furthermore, Business Ethics and intercultural aspects of a social, economic and ecologic sustainable development have

First Business Engineering students awarded by the Ethics Certificate. (SS 2012)
been integrated in different standard lectures of the degree programs.

A higher number of Ethics Certificates awarded to graduates of the School of Engineering indicate these improvements and continuous curriculum changes related to a more responsible management education.

Relevance of ethics, CSR and sustainability issues in the School of Design

In SS 2013 we could award the first Ethics Certificate to a student of our School of Design. In its student guide our School of Design explicitly refers to the students’ responsibility related to the product culture, the economic success, the identity and acceptance of the company and the aesthetic understanding and communication of our society.  

Our design graduates do have the possibility to influence the above mentioned aspects by their design propositions.

The relevance of ethical, sustainable and CSR aspects in the design degree programs and for our students is reflected in the provision of students’ projects and theses dealing e.g. with green/sustainable and reasonable fashion.

We will highlight the relevance by describing examples how the topics have been picked up by students of our School of Design:

- In winter semester 2012/2013 students of the degree program “Visual Communication” dealt with the topic “domestic abuse” and organized

---

an exhibition in cooperation with the refuge for battered women of the community of Calw in order to call attention to this problematic topic.

- Stefanie Stohwasser, fashion student of the School of Design, was nominated for the Humanity in Fashion Award by hessnatur. The Contest theme was “authenticity” and called for vision and innovations for tomorrow’s eco fashion.

**Charitable artworks from “Accessoire Design” students**
The School of Design took part in the charity art project of the SWR, a radio and television service agency. In this charity project different artists, institutions, towns and companies were asked to design artworks from wooden chairs that were auctioned afterwards. The revenues were donated to the project “Herzenssache”, mainly for regional care projects for children. Prof. Pekny designed a chair in cooperation with students of the degree program “Accessoire Design”.

**Young European Talents Workshop (YET) at Pforzheim School of Design**
In winter semester 2013/2014 the 5th Young European Talents Workshop (YET) is organized by Pforzheim University and the municipal undertaking Business and City Marketing Pforzheim (WSP). The title – from no where to now here – requests the students to work with raw materials, rejected goods or remaining material from regional companies that should form the basis for creative ideas. From 4th to 8th November 2013, students from the Canadian NSCAD University, the Danish Designskolen Kolding, and the London College of Fashion as well as from Parsons Paris together with young designers from Pforzheim have jointly developed outfits and accessories out of these materials. The project aims at a sustainable implementation: in future, designers will have access to resources that companies do not need anymore. At the same time students from the study program Intermedial Design have developed a virtual platform. This networking platform bundles the remaining material from the region and makes them available for designers. Companies are highly motivated to participate in this future creative cycle. Certifications, positive eco-balances, sustainable product development as well as a changing buying
behavior make high-quality recycling of remaining material very interesting for companies. Background knowledge has been provided by the study program Resource Efficiency Management, which students have prepared exemplarily the materials cycle and eco-balances for the international designer workshop.

Our key objectives
- Continuous curriculum changes of the degree programs for a more responsible management education.
- Development and start of the new master program “Life Cycle & Sustainability”.
- Incorporation of ethics, sustainable development and CSR issues in special courses in our planned Master study program “Corporate Communication Management”.
5 Student Engagement and Learning Experience

In addition to our study programs students have the opportunity to participate and engage in a variety of special offers, e.g. lecture series, transfer and service learning projects or student initiatives as listed in the following figure.

UN Principles for Responsible Management Education

Our opportunities for student engagement and learning experiences

An integrated teaching of ethics, sustainable development and CSR is an important step to reach a more responsible management education. A continuous curriculum development is required to guarantee reliable know-how of students in this field. However, in addition to this mostly theoretical knowledge acquired in the classroom, it is important to provide opportunities for students to look beyond horizons and to collect practical learning experiences and insights into real life scenarios. Therefore, we are very interested in offering diverse learning experiences and opportunities to provide know-how transfer to our students, e.g. in service learning and company projects. Furthermore, we support them in implementing own initiatives and projects. The students cooperate with such transfer projects partly integrated in their standard study program but also in addition to their standard curriculum. We will give an example how transfer projects can have mutual advantages for the companies and the university, especially for our students.

How do transfer projects support learning experiences – the Bayer CropScience: Model Village Project

The Bayer CropScience Model Village Project contributes to our PRME strategy with numerous mutually beneficial forms of cooperation. This and a variety of other initiatives within our PRME-strategy allow us to continuously develop and improve the education of students. In just two years the cooperation has included five internships of our students at Bayer CropScience including fieldwork in India, three company and interdisciplinary projects, two company visits with students, various thesis projects, five presentations of German and Indian Bayer CropScience representatives complementing the sustainability courses and the activities of our student initiative sneep. These and a further presentation of BELAKU, an Indian NGO, involved in the project were also of interest for Pforzheim University’s evaluation of the project.

Contact:
Prof. Dr. Juergen Volkert,
email: juergen.volkert@hs-pforzheim.de
## Some further examples of transfer projects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the project</th>
<th>Goals and overview</th>
<th>Results / learning experiences</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of the CO₂ balance of the municipality Engelsbrand</td>
<td>Students of the Business Administration and Engineering program worked out different possibilities for the optimization of the communal CO₂ balance in cooperation with the municipality of Engelsbrand.</td>
<td>The results of the students helps to push forward future energy projects of the municipality Engelsbrand. The project was part of the standard curriculum (4th semester).</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Guy Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban mobility concepts</td>
<td>Cooperation project between the Master program Business Administration and Engineering of Pforzheim University and of the Reims Management School in cooperation with the Daimler AG: the goal was to work out efficient solutions for urban mobility concepts in international teams.</td>
<td>50 students from Germany and France worked together in this promising project for the future. The students had the possibility to broaden their horizon and to collect useful experiences in international project management and learn more about alternative mobility concepts.</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Guy Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability in youth associations</td>
<td>An interdisciplinary team of students worked out a concept for the implementation of sustainability in a youth association.</td>
<td>The students dealt intensively with the concept of sustainable development and learned to apply it to a concrete example.</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Joerg Woidasky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green University / Wild University</td>
<td>The project Green University dealt with sustainable management and resource conservation. Wild University was a cooperation project between Wildpark Pforzheim and Pforzheim University. The students developed new concept ideas, e.g. pedagogic reasonable experimental points for children or the distribution of bio-meat products.</td>
<td>Students of the Business Administration and Engineering programs applied their theoretical knowledge of the lecture “Project Management” in transfer projects.</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Ansgar Kühn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary seminar “respect and treatment”</td>
<td>The participation in the seminar is a voluntary and additional engagement. Main goal of the seminar is to establish sensitivity for</td>
<td>The students critically deal with ethical aspects and its challenges in cooperation with others.</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Kai Alexander Saldsieder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of the project</td>
<td>Goals and overview</td>
<td>Results / learning experiences</td>
<td>Contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ethical behaviour in day-to-day contacts. The students have to work out the meaning of respect in our world, and with which challenges we have to cope. The seminar is organized in cooperation with the Rotaract Pforzheim and Rotary Club Pforzheim Schwarzwald.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to collect useful contacts for other projects, internships or thesis.

**Our focus on Service Learning to enable remarkable learning experiences**

As described in our last report a new mentoring project HELP started in WS 2011/2012. Students of Pforzheim Business School mentor students of two schools in Pforzheim (Insel-Werkrealschule Pforzheim and Nordstadtsschule Pforzheim) for at least one year to support them in their professional orientation. In preparation of the mentoring of the pupils our students have to participate in a psychological training. Different activities were implemented to foster the mentoring of the pupils and to motivate students and pupils (e.g. visit at Pforzheim University). Since the project has started 21 pupils could be mentored by our students. At the moment 16 pupils are mentored. The feedback of our students and the pupils about their experiences is very positive.

**Contact:**
Natascha Kappler, email: Natascha.kappler@hs-pforzheim.de

Within the mentoring program BiSa (in German: Buerger in der Schule aktiv) over 50 students from all faculties mentor pupils from several schools. Because of the very positive experiences more and more teachers ask for support by BiSa. The participating students report very positively about their experiences and are proud to help the pupils.

**Contact:** Lilli Gros, Bisa - Bürger in der Schule aktiv e.V.

**Vrygrond Community Lab – a community in transition**

Professors and students of Pforzheim University build up a Community Computer Center in the south-African Township Vrygrond in cooperation with the University of Cape Town. Since February 2012 ten volunteers of Pforzheim University were in charge of the needed technical, organizational and educational preparations. The Center has been opened in March 2013. In summer semester 2013 four of our students cooperated with students of the University of Cape Town in this project. The volunteers stay for 6 months in the township to support children and young adults in the Community Center. The project is supported by the student initiative “initiAID e.V.” (see page 30).

“I get much help – in all fields of interest!”
Worakan Luangnuan
(mentored student of HELP)
Main goal of the Community Computer Center is to offer numerous training and educational measures to kids and young adults in order to improve their living and working opportunities in the long run.

This project is a good example of how teaching and practical transfer can be combined to achieve excellent solutions in both fields.

Practical level: the participating students gain practical experience by directly supporting children and young adults. Furthermore, they drive forward the community development in Vrygrond in cooperation with the Community Computer Center and with other local non-profit/non-government organizations and German aid projects (buildupkids e.V. and Butterfly Art Project, Cape Town). An evaluation of the results is planned in 2014.

Teaching level: students of Pforzheim University and of University of Cape Town work as volunteers in a practical project and make social learning experiences. Such learning experiences together with social and ethical reflection are an important contribution to a socially responsible education of future managers. First evaluations of the learning experiences are done by students of the Business Administration and Engineering program / International Management in the context of the PIPE research project (Portfolio International Profile in Engineering)

Contact:
Prof. Dr. Fritz Gairing, email: fritz.gairing@hs-pforzheim.de
Prof. Dr. Joachim Schuler, email: joachim.schuler@hs-pforzheim.de

"The insight in the problems and possibilities in South-Africa is a unique experience. I will come back!" Jan Fölsing, Volunteer in 2012, MBA HRM&C.

AMMAVEEDU – help for Indian street children

A student of the degree program Purchasing and Logistics supported the children’s home Ammaveedu in South India during his stay abroad. Objective of the children’s home is to provide all possible care for the infants who are discarded and abandoned. The children receive medical and educational support in order to enable them a better life. Education is seen as a most important factor to help these children to live an inde-
Dependent life in dignity. At the moment there are 43 children. Ammaveedu offers students of Pforzheim University the possibility to gain new experiences by supporting the children’s home in education and financial affairs.

Contact: Timo Muench (Purchasing and Logistics student), email: muetim@hs-pforzheim.de

Student Initiatives – an important part of our University live
As already reported in our last SIP we have a number of students’ initiatives that are engaged in the field of sustainable development / ethics / CSR.

The student initiatives sneep and UNICEF supported different projects. In 2012 UNICEF e.g. took part in the “Pforzheimer Cultural Night” with special events like portrait painting by students to raise awareness for the work of UNICEF in the Sahel-Zone in West and Central Africa. Furthermore the UNICEF initiative organizes regularly different charitable donation activities and information desks, e.g. at the World-Aids-Day. The UNICEF members of Pforzheim University took part in a general training organized by UNICEF.

The initiative sneep started e.g. a movie opening night and showed the movie “we feed the world” to critically question nutrition, globalization and the production of our alimentation. Sneep members did fund-raisings for Build up Kids Cape Town and their projects in a township in South Africa (see Vryground Community Lab) and an Indian children’s home (see Ammaveedu).

Furthermore, the initiative aims at extending contacts to experts in order to deepen insights into the relevance of ethics in business. Therefore, in cooperation with the ethics agent they organized an open discussion with the head of the CSR department of Bayer CropScience on the relevance of CSR.
In the last SIP we reported about the research project on the capabilities of children in Pforzheim in cooperation with the city of Pforzheim and the Family Centre North (Familienzentrum Nord). By request of the children sneep members, the ethics agent of Pforzheim University and the children of the family centre north designed an own book in order to make a note of the children’s ideas and impressions what for them is most valuable for a good life. The children developed wonderful drawings, photo stories, short stories or questionnaires. Sneep members supported the children not only in creating the book, but also in doing their school homework, playing with them, etc. The project was a great success for our students and the children, which is documented in the book that has now been published.

Beyond the already existing initiatives two new initiatives, namely remedy e.V. and initiAID e.V. were founded.

The initiative remedy e.V. (initiative for resource-efficient management) was founded by seven students of the Bachelor Program Resource Efficiency Management in March 2013. Main goal of the initiative is to complement the theoretical knowledge with practical experience. Thus, the initiative plans to organize factory visits focusing on resource efficiency to gain insights into potential technical solutions. Furthermore the initiative plans to consult manufacturing companies in the field of resource and energy efficiency. (contact: remedy.ev@gmail.com).

initiAID was officially founded at the beginning of the winter semester 2013/2014. The initiative supports primarily the cause of socially disadvantaged areas to provide their people with perspectives and ensure a sustainable improvement of life. In this context, the potential for success lies within the balance of education and reasonable leisure-time activities. Under these conditions there are currently two projects in the township Vrygrond of Cape Town, South Africa in progress (see also Vrygrond Community Lab, p. 27): here, the emphasis has been placed on such aspects as the training of IT-skills and the creation of leisure-time activities with building a soccer field. All this is only possible because of the groundwork before and during the projects by the members of initiAID in Germany; is it either in the organization, the financing, the communication or the information.

Each semester Campus X, our long-established student initiative, implements one social responsibility project as already reported in the last SIP. In this reporting period they implemented in SS2013 a very special project with elderly people in
cooperation with the retirement home “Walter – Geiger Haus” in Pforzheim “Tanz verbindet Generationen! – Dancing unites generations”. In cooperation with the dancing school IWONA, Campus X organized dancing lessons for the inhabitants of the Walter-Geiger Haus. About 15 students and 10-15 seniors met 6 times for dancing. As elderly people used to be not that agile the dancing lessons were organised especially for them. For instance they danced with colorful draperies while sitting. This project enabled new and valuable experiences for students and for the elderly participants. The students were very stoked for the project. From the team’s point of view the biggest success is that some students want to foster the friendships to the inhabitants. As such, the project was an important learning experience for all participants.

In WS 2012/2013 Campus X organised swimming lessons for handicapped children of the Gustav-Heinemann School. For this project and for its long-lasting social activities for handicapped people since 2008, Campus X gained the first Social Award 2013 of the EC4U expert consulting. 14 groups and initiatives of our university applied for this Award. It awards the social engagement of students of Pforzheim Business School. Main goal of the award is to encourage and activate more students to engage socially.

Contact:
Campus X, eMail: info@campusx.org

Sustainability Week

In April 2012 a team of students and the PRME coordinator organized a “sustainability week”. Main goal of the event was to give an insight into the relevance of sustainability topics and the already available offer for students to learn about sustainable development in courses and different practical and research projects at Pforzheim University. The program included lectures of academics and business experts and gave insights into sustainability projects at Pforzheim University from a students’ point of view. Accompanying the lecture program an information bazaar of various initiatives and projects provided an interesting insight in existing activities at Pforzheim University to all our students, staff and professors. It is an excellent example for the engagement of our students in the field of sustainability. Without the students’ engagement, it would have not been possible to organize the sustainability week. The students were in charge of designing the program and especially for the public relations of the event.

We are astonished about the variety of social engagement at Pforzheim University”, so Sarah Bruenig of the consulting agency EC4U expert consulting AG.

In WS 2012/2013 Campus X organised swimming lessons for handicapped children of the Gustav-Heinemann School. For this project and for its long-lasting social activites for handicapped people since 2008, Campus X gained the first Social Award 2013 of the EC4U expert consulting. 14 groups and initiatives of our university applied for this Award. It awards the social engagement of students of Pforzheim Business School. Main goal of the award is to encourage and activate more students to engage socially.

Contact:
Campus X, eMail: info@campusx.org

Sustainability Week

In April 2012 a team of students and the PRME coordinator organized a “sustainability week”. Main goal of the event was to give an insight into the relevance of sustainability topics and the already available offer for students to learn about sustainable development in courses and different practical and research projects at Pforzheim University. The program included lectures of academics and business experts and gave insights into sustainability projects at Pforzheim University from a students’ point of view. Accompanying the lecture program an information bazaar of various initiatives and projects provided an interesting insight in existing activities at Pforzheim University to all our students, staff and professors. It is an excellent example for the engagement of our students in the field of sustainability. Without the students’ engagement, it would have not been possible to organize the sustainability week. The students were in charge of designing the program and especially for the public relations of the event.

“We are astonished about the variety of social engagement at Pforzheim University”, so Sarah Bruenig of the consulting agency EC4U expert consulting AG.
The project aimed at promoting our sustainability/ethics projects and at activating more supporters for these topics.

The sustainability week was a contribution to the sustainability days of Baden-Wuerttemberg 2012.

**Contact:**
Kerstin Anstätt, eMail: Kerstin.anstaett@hs-pforzheim.de

**Our key objectives**
- To support further the engagement of our students in Service Learning projects.
- To establish a continuous offer of transfer projects for our students.
- To support our student initiatives in implementing new projects and attracting more students and motivate them to continue their work.
6 Applied Research on Ethics, CSR and Sustainability

Pforzheim University sets high value on applied research in order to provide its students up-to-date and applied knowledge. Various research projects focus on ethics, CSR and sustainable development described in more detail in the following chapter.
Our research activities in the field of ethics, CSR and sustainability and its influences on teaching

Research at Pforzheim University is established in different institutes, especially in our Institute for Applied Research (IAF). There exist other more specialized institutes which are part of the IAF, as the Institute for Industrial Ecology (INEC), Institute for Embedded Systems (IfES), Research Institute for Human Resources Management or the recently founded Institute for Materials and Material Technologies (IWWT) (former: Material Science Laboratory and Testing). Research projects of these institutes regularly deal with sustainability topics. The results of the projects are as far as possible integrated in the corresponding courses of our degree programs. The IAF regularly awards a research price for excellent research activities. In summer semester 2012 Patrick Kraus, research assistant of the Master degree program “Controlling, Finance and Accounting” was awarded for his research in the field of CSR and sustainability in business.

We will give an insight into research activities of the different institutes and the variety of research activities dealing with responsible management by highlighting selected project examples in the following:

**Institute for Industrial Ecology**

*Integrated Resource Efficiency Analysis for Reducing Climate Impacts on the Chemical Industry (InReff)*

The integrated analysis and optimization of complex production systems – including material and energy use, resulting costs as well as environmental and climate impacts – is necessary to reduce effectively greenhouse gas emissions in the chemicals sector. When production systems are considered in such an integrated way, eco-balancing, process engineering and optimization aspects refer to each other. In practice, their systematic consideration is non-trivial as appropriate instruments and holistic approaches are missing. Such instruments and
approaches are expected to increase the degree of acceptance and diffusion regarding measures that aim at climate protection and resource efficiency and, in consequence, contribute to sustainable development. The InReff project does not seek innovative but singular technical solutions, but enables companies to systematically identify efficiency potentials instead. This helps companies to derive and assess various (technical) measures and solutions. In the joint project three business and two academic partners work together to elaborate a platform that integrates different methods of modeling and assessment. The partners will furthermore develop a prototype and test it in practice. The desired holistic approach of this project is rather challenging and requires methodological and technological innovation. In addition, the project results will be incorporated in concrete measures of the involved business partners that are likely to foster technological innovations for existing production processes. Apart from the project partners, further partners from the chemical industry, particularly SMEs will be involved in this R&D project. This project is funded by the Federal Ministry for Education and Research.

Project Manager: Prof. Dr. Hendrik Lambrecht, email: hendrik.lambrecht@hs-pforzheim.de

**Material and energy flow based cost and climate analysis (MEKKA)**

The focus of this project is the material flow cost analysis (MFCA) and in particular the ISO 14051, which has been created as a special evaluation of material and energy flows and their monetary value. However, the project lacks a methodological integration into a comprehensive approach for the modeling of the material and energy flows related to a production system, which is able to connect various extensions, e.g. in the direction of an inter-company analysis of the supply chain, or economic and ecological assessments. In particular, such a methodological embedding is required to develop IT policies and IT products, which are practicable and have the necessary flexibility for the operational use. In this context, extensive consultation with colleagues from Japan, as in the meeting Ecobalance 2012 in Yokohama, has taken place. The project is funded by the Federal state of Baden Wuerttemberg.

Project Manager: Prof. Dr. Mario Schmidt, email: Mario.schmidt@hs-pforzheim.de

**Basket-based price and environmental impact comparison of organic and conventional consumption (WaPrUmKo)**

Within the research project WaPrUmKo prices and environmental impacts of conventional and organic products are compared. Thereby, the statistical basket of the consumer price index forms the basis. In comparing the price and environmental impact the relative difference between conventional and organic basket shall be determined and converted into an eco-economic analysis. For the first time empirical ecological variations in consumption patterns for statistical market basket analysis would be available, which could make the market transparent for consumers. Essential
parts of the project are empirical price surveys. Therefore, criteria for the evaluation of environmental product and service alternatives are determined, according to which the organic products are to be selected for the basket. Selection- and weighting criteria are developed for mapping a possible real market situation. Price-statistical methods, with involvement of the Federal Statistical Office, are further developed. The current state of the environmental assessment for product groups of the commodity basket is assorted. A particular challenge is to determine the environmental impacts of considered product quality. The environmental impact of consumption is assessed and the cost effects of a greener consumption are examined. To map not only the relative price and environmental impact of average consumers, the absolute differences at different levels of consumption and production patterns shall be determined exemplarily. The project is funded by Federal Ministry for Education and Research - Programme FHprofUnt.

Project Manager: Prof. Dr. Mario Schmidt, email: Mario.schmidt@hs-pforzheim.de

The results of the INEC research projects are integrated in the Bachelor degree program Resource Efficiency Management. Further information on the projects of the Institute of Industrial Ecology can be found on the following website: http://umwelt.hs-pforzheim.de/en/research/.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Mario Schmidt, email: Mario.schmidt@hs-pforzheim.de

**Institute for Embedded Systems (IfES)**

An important research focus of the Institute for Embedded Systems is electronic displays. Energy efficiency is an important indicator for Electronic Displays. Prof. Dr. Blankenbach of Pforzheim University is Chairman of the electronic displays conference that takes place annually. At the last conference the topic of “Resource efficiency – what are critical metals and how scarce are they?” was picked up by Prof. Dr. Mario Schmidt (Pforzheim University) as an important topic at the conference. For more information about the research activities of the IfES, see: www.hs-pforzheim.de/ifes.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Thomas Greiner, email: Thomas.greiner@hs-pforzheim.de

**Institute for Materials and Material Technologies (IWWT)**

The Institute for Materials and Material Technologies (IWWT) is mainly engaged in material development and material optimization, validation, examination and analysis of metallic and polymer materials and the optimization of production processes, especially in the field of pressing and stamping techniques. In our last SIP-Report we have already given insights into the research activities of the former named “WEP” and their contribution to a sustainable development. The team of the IWWT is continuously engaged in implementing new research projects.
Further information: www.hs-pforzheim.de/iwwt
Contact: Prof. Dr. Norbert Jost, eMail: norbert.jost@hs-pforzheim.de

**Development of an energy-efficient hot-water tank based on a metal-foam heat-exchanger**
The project aims at a more effective storage of heat by using innovative concepts for the thermal energy storage and transfer. The use of open-pored metal structures has high potential for an on demand and effective use of energy in comparison to conventional facilities.

Project Manager: Prof. Dr. Norbert Jost, email: Norbert.jost@hs-pforzheim.de

**HiCoCo – High Conductivity Copper Construction and optimization of the characteristics of innovative high-conductive CuMgP alloys and the utilization for industrial applications**
The project aims to optimize the alloy system CuMgP and to utilize the alloy for industrial applications. CuMgP has a highly improved strength in comparison to copper and parallel to this a high conductivity. Thus CuMgP could be a perfect substitute for copper and some alloys of it in diverse applications (e.g. the overhead power lines for express train routes). The project is implemented in cooperation with two SMEs and is funded by the Federal state of Baden-Wuerttemberg / EU (EFRE) - technology transfer.

Project Manager: Prof. Dr. Norbert Jost, email: Norbert.jost@hs-pforzheim.de

**Business Ethics and Sustainable Development**
Continuation of the Research Project: *Analysis of delinquent motivation in case of white-collar crimes* - Commissioned by: PricewaterhouseCoopers AG WPG Frankfurt/Main. Main goal of the study is to investigate how the willingness and motivation of white-collar crimes and the social, organizational and moral factors in companies are determined.

The research project and its results are used to call the students’ attention to white-collar crime in the lectures “Business Ethics”, “psychological-qualitative market research II, and “Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability Management”.

Contacts:
Prof. Dr. Thomas Cleff, email: Thomas.cleff@hs-pforzheim.de
Prof. Dr. Bernd Noll, email: bernd.noll@hs-pforzheim.de
Prof. Gabriele Naderer, email: gabriele.naderer@hs-pforzheim.de
Prof. Dr. Juergen Volkert, email: juergen.volkert@hs-pforzheim.de
**Business Plan for the Southern Africa Science Service Centre for Climate Change and Adaptive Land-use (SASSCAL)**

The SASSCAL has grown out of previous science initiatives in Southern Africa and is actively supported by a broad range of stakeholders. The aim is to establish SASSCAL as the REGIONAL driver for innovation and knowledge exchange to enhance adaptive land use and sustainable economic development in Southern Africa under global change conditions. Thus SASSCAL will operate mainly as an organization offering knowledge-intensive services and training products with a particular emphasis placed upon the enhancement of the research capacities in the SADC region. These services and products will be based on on-going demand articulation from users and practitioners, centered on core areas namely: Information Support, Advisory Services, Networking, and Innovation Management. This project is funded by the Federal Ministry for Education and Research.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Juergen Janovsky, email: Juergen.janovsky@hs-pforzheim.de

**Possibilities of a long-term financing concept for Regional Science Service Centers / RSSC “climate change and sustainable land management in Africa”**

The current climate changes are expected to encompass important challenges to the future land-management in Africa. Thus, adequate measures for the protection of livelihood are considered to be of utmost importance for a sustainable land-use. In light of this background, the German Ministry for Education and Research intended to support so-called Regional Science Service Centres designed at facilitating knowledge exchange with Northern countries and between different African states. This projects aims at defining funding options for these institutions under the auspices of KfW.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Juergen Janovsky, email: Juergen.janovsky@hs-pforzheim.de

**Study: migration of specialists in the health sector**

The study investigates the question, if and how the deficit of specialists can be limited or even eliminated by a controlled migration from developing countries to Germany. Main goal is to discuss how the migration of specialists could be achieved in an ethical correct way without weakening the health systems of the developing countries, but instead by even generating a benefit for the improvement of the situation in these countries. The paper identifies legal, organizational and political possibilities to implement such an ethically correct migration. It presents a pilot approach for a twinning-model between the Rhein-Main area and an area in Indonesia that has approximately the same population. The project was initiated by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, financed by the KfW and implemented by the German Healthcare Partnership.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Juergen Janovsky, email: juergen.janovsky@hs-pforzheim.de

**GeNECA - Fair sustainable development based on the capability approach (04/2010-05/2013)**

Funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research, the research project on fair sustainable development based on the capability approach (Gerechte Nachhaltige Entwicklung auf Grundlage des Capability-Ansatzes - GeNECA), already mentioned in our second SIP has been finished. GeNECA’s aim has been to conceptualize sustainable development on the basis of the Capability Approach so as to combine
the issues of inter- and intragenerational justice drawing on an integrated understanding of social, economic and environmental development. However, still more papers on how to establish a foundation of intra- and intergenerational justice, are being published. For Pforzheim University, Kerstin Anstätt und Jürgen Volkert focus on corporate core business and CSR impacts on sustainable human development as well as on sustainability governance from a Public Choice and Capability Approach Perspective.

**Bayer CropScience Model Village Project Evaluation in South India**

As mentioned in the last SIP Bayer CropScience conducts a model village project to improve sustainable human development of farmers in rural Karnataka (India) as well as productivity and value-added of these farmers who are seed suppliers of Bayer CropScience. Following the quantitative survey covering almost 1000 households and 6000 persons in two model and two control villages in 2011, qualitative focus group discussions have been carried out in 2012 with 200 villagers, including men and women of all castes, scheduled tribes and scheduled castes. The aim was to identify what people value most and in which domains they feel most restricted; also reasons for these perceptions were discussed along with solutions to overcome restrictions. In 2013, with the start of Bayer CropScience’s school initiatives, quantitative baseline tests of learning outcome were carried out that will help to see whether these corporate activities in model villages make a difference in comparison to learning outcome developments in control villages. Furthermore, issues of health and hygiene as well as the performance of Bayer CropScience’s agricultural performance were assessed.

**Building the Future of Paros. A multi-pillar sustainability strategy for the Greek island of Paros**

A partnership of inhabitants of the Greek island of Paros is convinced to contribute with a modern, sustainable thinking and acting to a beneficial development of our life. The partnership aims to develop a sustainable life on Paros. They focus especially on small and handy projects which will be realized pragmatically together with the people of Paros. The partnership is convinced that it is the responsibility of each of us to realize our future economic development with consideration of ecological and social issues. The management of the inter-relationship of economy, ecology and society will be the key for the future. The project is in its very initial phase. Kick-off was end of May 2013.

**Development of a Code of Ethics for an association of temporary employment companies**

In cooperation with the association of temporary employment companies the project aims to develop a conception for a code of ethics and for the establishment of a contact and conciliation committee. The analysis of the developed code of ethics is used as case study in our courses. An evaluation of the contact and conciliation committee by students is planned.

**Contact:**

Prof. Dr. Harald Strotmann,
email: harald.strotmann@hs-pforzheim.de
Prof. Dr. Regina Moczcadlo,
email: regina.moczcadlo@hs-pforzheim.de
Prof. Dr. Juergen Volkert,
email: juergen.volkert@hs-pforzheim.de

Contact:

Prof. Dr. Bernd Noll,
email: bernd.noll@hs-pforzheim.de
Contact: Prof. Dr. Joerg Tropp, email: joerg.tropp@hs-pforzheim.de

**Business Law**

**Co-operative praxis**
The project aims to investigate the relevance for business lawyers to find solutions of legal conflicts in cooperation with lawyers but without official court proceedings.

Contact:
Prof. Dr. Barbara Tybusseck,
email: Barbara.tybusseck@hs-pforzheim.de
Prof. Dr. Klaus-Peter Reuthal,
email: klaus-peter.reuthal@hs-pforzheim.de

**Leading with mediation competences**
The project aims to find out possibilities and barriers of the use of mediation elements as management tools. The project is implemented in cooperation with the project partner Eidos Projekt Mediation e.V. The project partners organize seminars with business leaders with mediation trainings in order to learn from their findings and experiences for their management.

Contact:
Prof. Dr. Barbara Tybusseck,
email: Barbara.tybusseck@hs-pforzheim.de
Prof. Dr. Klaus-Peter Reuthal,
email: klaus-peter.reuthal@hs-pforzheim.de

**Controlling, Finance and Accounting**

**Financial Report of medium-sized businesses - sustainability aspects as an element of the report**
The management report is an important instrument to review the economic situation of companies. The management report can inform in detail about the prospects of the company. The study aimed to analyze the quality of management reports for SMEs as the management report is mostly used for capital market oriented companies. The study also analyzed sustainability aspects as part of the report.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Ulrike Eidel, email: ulrike.eidel@hs-pforzheim.de

**Business Administration and Engineering**

**Preparation of a publication (ebook) related to resource efficiency**
Preparation and coordination of a final documentation of the r2-funding program for the topic resource efficiency of the German Ministry of Education and Research – on behalf of the Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Joerg Woidasky, email: joerg.woidasky@hs-pforzheim.de

**European Symposium on Aircraft Recycling**
More than 25% of the current civilian aircraft fleet will be decommissioned in the coming 15 years, offering both business options and challenges. Technically speaking, a total potential of about half a million tons of valuable materials will become available. But even more added value can be expected from equipment and parts extraction before the aircraft is finally taken out of service.

On the other hand, the interface between the airworthiness requirements and the waste management laws in the end of life operations creates legal and technological challenges for all stakeholders. Not only the companies’ sizes, but also their policies and strategies for future business development...
are manifold and sometimes divergent. To provide sustainable business operations on a European or even a worldwide scale, amongst others technical requirements, quality assurance both for parts and processes as well as materials flow and recycling option issues will have to be addressed, monitored, and developed.

This first European Symposium on Aircraft recycling on December 12 and 13, 2013 will bring together aircraft manufacturers, dismantlers, recyclers, and also researchers. It provides a neutral platform for exchanging and discussing the current status and the potential of technology, and policies in aircraft end of life operations and recycling.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Joerg Woidasky, email: joerg.woidasky@hs-pforzheim.de

Making Knowledge Sustainable (MaKS)
The project focuses on the mostly unexplored topic of a cultural sustainability in international companies. Intercultural management aims at overcoming first cultural differences so far. But it is mostly not defined which intercultural centre is aspired in the case of a long-term company integration. The project MaKS analyzes a globally-linked production of a global market leader of the technical industry. The aim is to find out how the knowledge-based and globally-linked company processes could be integrated in an intercultural sustainable way. It is assumed that companies need a long-term intercultural competence management and an adaption of existing organizational structures instead of static structures.

Contact: Prof. Dr. Jasmin Mahadevan, email: jasmin.mahadevan@hs-pforzheim.de

In the Appendix of our Report we have listed selected publications in the field of CSR, ethics and sustainability that give an additional insight into relevant applied research topics at Pforzheim University.

Our key objectives
- Implementation of more interdisciplinary and inter-departmental research projects to allow for more integrated project analyses and insights.
Appendix – 3rd PRME SIP of Pforzheim University

Reviewed Papers

The following overview reveals a diversity of publications, research projects and activities dealing with PRME-relevant topics at Pforzheim University that contributes to a responsible management education by transfering knowledge about corporate responsibility and sustainable development. The list makes no claim to be complete. This overview supplements the 3rd SIP of Pforzheim University in order to better demonstrate the current teaching and research activities at Pforzheim University.

Reviewed Papers
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Fischer, S. (2012): Quartalsdenken ist der natürliche Feind der Nachhaltigkeit. – In: Personalwirtschaft (2012) 8, S. 60-61. (ISSN 0341-4698) (Title: Quarterly thinking is the Natural Enemy of Sustainability.).


Häfele, M. (2011): Die neue Rolle des Aufsichtsrats in der Corporate Governance; Aufsichtsräte werden stärker gefordert. – In: Geno Graph (2011) 11, S. 12-14 sowie Sonderheft „Die neuen Anforderungen an Aufsichtsräte“, S. 4-6. (Title: The New Role of the Supervisory Board in Corporate Governance;Supervisory Boards are more demanded.).
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Others (extract)
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Selected Degree Theses

Diploma and Bachelor theses of the Bachelor degree programs of Pforzheim Business School:

Advertising

Grüne Burger, Grüner Kaffee - Untersuchung der Bedeutung nachhaltigkeitsbezogener Inhalte für die Systemgastronomie in Deutschland und deren Kommunikation am Beispiel des Marktführers McDonald’s (2012). (Title: Green Burgers, Green Coffee - Investigation of the Importance of Sustainability-Related Contents for Restaurants in Germany and their Communication Using the Example of the Market Leader McDonald’s).

Unternehmensethik & nachhaltiger Konsum: Wie gehen Unternehmen mit den neuen Anforderungen um? (2012). (Title: Business Ethics & Sustainable Consumption: How do Companies deal with the New Requirements?).

Tue Gutes und sprich darüber - Wertorientierte Kommunikation von Non-Profit Organisationen am Beispiel von Kinderschutzorganisationen (2012). (Title: Do Good and Talk about It - Value-
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Based Communication of Non-Profit Organizations Using the Example of Child Protection Organizations.

Sustainable Leadership - Die Entwicklung einer Teamkultur hinsichtlich des Leitbildes Nachhaltigkeit durch Führungskräfte (2011) by order of Benefit Identity GmbH. (Title: Benefit Identity GmbH Sustainable Leadership - Developing a Team Culture in Terms of the Sustainability Model of Managers).


Business Law
Corporate Social Responsibility - Überbetriebliche Selbstverpflichtung und unlauterer Wettbewerb (2011). (Title: Corporate Social Responsibility - Intercompany Commitment and Unfair Competition).

Controlling, Finance and Accounting


Corporate Social Responsibility und Nachhaltigkeitsberichterstattung (2012). (Title: Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting).

Mikrokredite als Instrument zur Armutsbekämpfung - Eine Analyse (2012). (Title: Microcredits as a Tool for Poverty Reduction - an analysis).

IFRS 13-Vor- und Nachteile der neuen Fair Value-Bewertung, sowie deren Grundstruktur. Führt IFRS 13 zu einem besseren - Fair Value? by order of Ernst & Young GmbH(2012). (Title: IFRS 13 - Pros and Cons of the New Fair Value Measurements, as well as Their Basic Structure. Does IFRS 13 lead to a – better-Fair Value?).

Human Resources Management
Identifikation und Analyse relevanter Dimensionen für Nachhaltigkeit im Human Resources Management (2012). (Title: Identification and Analysis of Relevant Dimensions of Sustainability in Human Resources Management).

Entwicklung ethischer Grundsätze für eine Personalberatung am Beispiel der infinit human resources GmbH by order of infinit human resource GmbH (2012). (Title: Development of an Ethical Framework for a Personal Consultation Using the Example of the infinit human resources GmbH).

**International Business**

A Review of CSR Reporting Guidelines and a Review of Typical CSR Reports of SMEs in Germany, France, USA and Poland (2012).

International Environmental Port Initiatives - Regarding Air Pollution while Considering the Container and RoRoTransports within the Transportation Network of the Daimler AG with special Focus on Port Tariff Discounts and Sanctions by order of Daimler AG (2013).


Mehr Ethik für den Kapitalmarkt - Lösung für die Finanzmarktprobleme? (2012). (Title: More Ethics for the Capital Market - Solution to Financial Market Problems?).


Der marokkanische Energiesektor in Zeiten der Energiewende - Chancen und Auswirkungen für Deutschland im Bereich der erneuerbaren Energien (2012). (Title: The Moroccan Energy Sector in Times of the Energy Turnaround - Opportunities and Implications for Germany in the Field of Renewable Energies).

Die Hochseekreuzfahrt im Kontext des ökologisch nachhaltigen Tourismus (2012). (Title: The Ocean Cruise in the Context of Ecologically Sustainable Tourism).


Green Logistics - Strategien einer ökologischeren Gestaltung der Logistik (2012). (Title: Green Logistics - Strategies for Greening the Logistics).

CSR Communication in the Food Industry- Strategies, Challenges and Recommendations for Improvement (2012).
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Strategische Reaktionsmöglichkeiten von Luftfrachtunternehmen auf zukünftige ökologische Anforderungen (2012) (Title: Strategic Reactions of Air Cargo Companies on Future Ecological Requirements).

Biodiversity: Corporate Challenges, Opportunities and Strategies (2012).

Welche Anforderungen im Bereich Nachhaltigkeit müssen Lieferanten erfüllen um bestehen zu können? (2012). (Title: Which Sustainability Requirements must Suppliers meet in Order to Survive?).


International Marketing

Market and Communication Research

Marketing
Die Bedeutung interner Kommunikation für unternehmerische Nachhaltigkeit am Beispiel dm-drogerie marktbyorderofdmdrogerie markt (2013). (Title: The Importance of Internal Communications for Corporate Sustainability Using the Example dm Drugstore Market).

Auswirkungen des WTO-TRIPS-Abkommens auf den Zugang zu und die Produktion von Medikamenten in Least Developed Countries in Ostafrika Vertiefend diskutiert am Beispiel Tansania (2011). (Title: Impact of the WTO TRIPS Agreement on Access to and the Production of Medicines in least developed Countries in East Africa, discussed in Depth on the Example Tanzania).
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Motivation zu nachhaltigem Handeln - Chancen und Herausforderungen (2012). (Title: Motivation for Sustainable Acting - Opportunities and Challenges).

Purchasing and Logistics
Bedeutung der "Grünen Logistik" für den Transportsektor (2013). (Title: Meaning of "Green Logistics" for the Transport Sector).

Corporate Social Responsibility and Shareholder Value - Synergy or Conflict? (2013).

Herausforderungen im Bereich der Gesundheit für nachhaltiges Beschaffungsmanagement am Beispiel Bayer CropScience in Indien by order of Bayer CropScience GmbH (2012). (Title: Challenges in the Field of Health for Sustainable Procurement Management Using the Example of Bayer CropScience in India).


Stehen Lean Production und GoGreen-Konzepte im Widerspruch oder lassen sich Ziele gemeinsam erreichen? (2012). (Title: Are Lean Production and GoGreen concepts contradictory or can goals be achieved together?).

Master Theses of the Master degree programs of Pforzheim Business School:

Controlling, Finance and Accounting (M.A.)
Ursachen für die geringe Akzeptanz ethisch nachhaltiger Investments und Ansätze zur Lösung des Problems (2011). (Title: Reasons for the Low Acceptance of Ethically Sustainable Investments and Approaches for Solving the Problem).


Creative Communication and Brand Management (M.A.)
International Management (MBA)
Development and Testing of a Survey Instrument to assess the Preconditions and Challenges of Strategic CSR - the Case of Bayer CropScience in Rural India by order of Bayer CropScience GmbH (2011).


Bachelor and Master theses of the degree programs of Pforzheim School of Engineering:

Bachelor Business Administration and Engineering


Bachelor Mechanical Engineering

Bachelor theses of the Bachelor degree programs of Pforzheim School of Design:

Fashion

“re(f)use” (The re(f)use concept provides a way to use cars and fashion together in order to find new owners for them. Re(f)use contributes to the sustainable use of fashion rather than turn to waste.) (2013).
### Selection of Ethics and Sustainability Courses of all Schools at Pforzheim University (WS 2013/2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Study Program</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Course No.</th>
<th>Lecturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>All Bachelor Programs</td>
<td>Grundlagen der Nachhaltigkeit und Wirtschaftsethik, Foundations of Sustainable Development and Business Ethics</td>
<td>SIK</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Volkert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>all Bachelor-Programs + Bachelor in Business Administration and Engineering</td>
<td>Umweltmanagement 1 Environmental Management 1</td>
<td>ESR 4017</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Viere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>all Bachelor-Programs + Bachelor in Business Administration and Engineering</td>
<td>Umweltmanagement 2 Environmental Management 2</td>
<td>ESR 4018</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>all Bachelor-Programs + Bachelor in Business Administration and Engineering</td>
<td>Wirtschafts- u. Unternehmensethik 1 Business and Corporate Ethics 1</td>
<td>ESR4015</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Noll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>all Bachelor-Programs + Bachelor in Business Administration and Engineering</td>
<td>Wirtschafts- u. Unternehmensethik 2 Business and Corporate Ethics 2</td>
<td>ESR4016</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Noll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>all Bachelor-Programs + Bachelor in Business Administration and Engineering / International Studies Program</td>
<td>Sustainable Development 1: Challenges and Responsibilities (parallel courses in English and German Language)</td>
<td>ESR4021</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Strotmann Prof. Dr. Volkert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>all Bachelor-Programs + Bachelor in Business Administration and Engineering / International Studies Program</td>
<td>Sustainable Development 2: Corporate and Global Perspective (parallel courses in English and German Language)</td>
<td>ESR4022</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Kurz Dr. Schomaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Master in Auditing and Taxation</td>
<td>Berufskrecht und –ethik Professional Law and Ethics</td>
<td>AUD6022</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Noll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Master of Human Resources Management</td>
<td>Nachhaltigkeit und CSR im HRM Sustainability and CSR in HRM</td>
<td>HRM6123</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Tybussek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Master of Human Resources Management</td>
<td>Wirtschaftsmediation (Wahlpflichtfach) Economic Mediation (Electives)</td>
<td>LAW5301</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Tybussek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business School</strong></td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>MBA in International Management</td>
<td>Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability Management</td>
<td>ESR5111</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Volkert Prof. Dr. Kurz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Study Program</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Course No.</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>MBA in International Management</td>
<td>Social Responsibilities for Sustainable Development</td>
<td>ESR5022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Angewandte Industrial Ecology</td>
<td>BREM2121</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Lambrecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Brennpunkte des Umweltschutzes Basic Environmental Issues</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Viere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Computergestützte Managementmethoden (CMM) in Umweltwissenschaften</td>
<td>AQM2133</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Viere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Einführung in die Energietechnik Introduction into Energy Engineering</td>
<td>BREM2102</td>
<td>Dr. Klumpp / Dr. Jüdes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Einführung in die Industrial Ecology Introduction into Industrial Ecology</td>
<td>BREM2112</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Lambrecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Einführung in Lean Management Introduction into Lean Management</td>
<td>BREM2141</td>
<td>Dr. Wolf / Dr. Scharf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Life Cycle Thinking Methoden</td>
<td>BREM2131</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Viere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Rohstoffe für die Produktion Resources for Production</td>
<td>BREM2142</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Resource Efficiency Management</td>
<td>Umwelttechnik Environmental Technology</td>
<td>BREM2122</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Thißen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Business Administration and Engineering - General</td>
<td>Nachhaltige Produktentwicklung 1 + Labor Sustainable Product</td>
<td>BAE2162</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Lindenlauf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Development 1 + Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Bachelor in Business Administration and Engineering -</td>
<td>Nachhaltige Produktentwicklung 2 Sustainable Product Development 2</td>
<td>BAE2173</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Woidasky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td>General Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Business Administration and Engineering - International</td>
<td>Sustainable Product Development 1 + Laboratory</td>
<td>BAE2161</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Woidasky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td>Management / Global Process Management / International Study Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Study Program</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Course No.</th>
<th>Lecturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Business Administration and Engineering - International Management / Global Process Management</td>
<td>Sustainable Product Development 2</td>
<td>BAE2173</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Woidasky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Business Administration and Engineering - General Management / Global Process Management</td>
<td>Energy Management</td>
<td>BAE4124</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Fournier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Business Administration and Engineering - International Management</td>
<td>Intercultural Engineering 1</td>
<td>BAE 3153</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Kilian-Yasin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Business Administration and Engineering - International Management / International Study Program</td>
<td>Intercultural Engineering 2</td>
<td>BAE 3154</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Kilian-Yasin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Business Administration and Engineering - International Management / International Study Program</td>
<td>International Industrial Engineering 1</td>
<td>BAE2151</td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Kilian-Yasin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Sustainable Development</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Dr. Woidasky</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Principles for Responsible Management Education

As institutions of higher education involved in the development of current and future managers we declare our willingness to progress in the implementation, within our institution, of the following Principles, starting with those that are more relevant to our capacities and mission. We will report on progress to all our stakeholders and exchange effective practices related to these principles with other academic institutions:

**Principle 1 | Purpose:** We will develop the capabilities of students to be future generators of sustainable value for business and society at large and to work for an inclusive and sustainable global economy.

**Principle 2 | Values:** We will incorporate into our academic activities and curricula the values of global social responsibility as portrayed in international initiatives such as the United Nations Global Compact.

**Principle 3 | Method:** We will create educational frameworks, materials, processes and environments that enable effective learning experiences for responsible leadership.

**Principle 4 | Research:** We will engage in conceptual and empirical research that advances our understanding about the role, dynamics, and impact of corporations in the creation of sustainable social, environmental and economic value.

**Principle 5 | Partnership:** We will interact with managers of business corporations to extend our knowledge of their challenges in meeting social and environmental responsibilities and to explore jointly effective approaches to meeting these challenges.

**Principle 6 | Dialogue:** We will facilitate and support dialog and debate among educators, students, business, government, consumers, media, civil society organisations and other interested groups and stakeholders on critical issues related to global social responsibility and sustainability.

We understand that our own organisational practices should serve as example of the values and attitudes we convey to our students.

Further information: http://www.unprme.org/